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ALGEBRAIC DEFORMATIONS AND BICOHOMOLOGY 

BY 

THOMAS F. FOX 

ABSTRACT. Recently we have introduced an enriched cohomology the
ory for categories that are tripleable (algebraic) over a category of modules. 
The cohomology admits a circle product, related to the obstruction problem 
for algebraic deformations, making the total complex a graded ring. We 
here offer similar constructions in two other situations - coalgebraic and 
bialgebraic categories. Examples include categories of bialgebras, sheaves 
of modules, and sheaves of algebras over a sheaf of rings. 

Biocohomology theory was introduced by Van Osdol in order to provide a unified 
cohomology theory for bialgebras, Hopf algebras, and sheaves of algebras, as well 
as the usual algebraic and coalgebraic categories, [15]. All of these categories are 
bialgebraic over a category of modules. We have shown that the triple cohomology 
for an algebraic category may be enriched over the category of commutative coalgebras 
(Coalg), and that this gives rise to a circle product in cohomology, [8]. Here we extend 
those results to bialgebraic categories, and show how the resulting circle product arises 
in the deformation theory for these categories. 

The homology of coalgebras was introduced by Eilenberg and Moore, using injec-
tive resolutions of comodules and the cotensor product, [5]. Cohomology was devel
oped by Jonah using classical methods, [12], and reinterpreted in the context of triple 
cohomology by Van Osdol, [14]. In §1 we show that this theory may be enriched over 
Coalg, and that there is a "Circle product making H*(C,C) a graded algebra. In §2 
we discuss bicohomology and the circle product there, and in §3 we show how this 
product appears as the obstruction to extending deformations of bialgebraic structures. 

Throughout this paper M will denote an abelian monoidal-closed category with unit 
object k. Coalg is the category of cocommutative, coassociative, counitary coalgebras 
in M. It is cartesian-closed, and many categories of interest are enriched over it, [7]. 
Recall that a coalgebra C comes equipped with structure maps A : C —» C (g) C and 
^ : C —> k. A point (p) in C is an element satisfying pA = p (g) p and /?£ = 1. 
A primitive over p is an element (d) satisfying dA — d (g) p + p <g> d and dt; = 0. 
We use (M,N) to denote the cofree coalgebra over Hom(M,A0 in M. The functor 
(—, —) : Mop x M —• Coalg defines the (trivial) enrichment of M over Coalg. 

1. Coalgebras and comodules. Let k be a commutative ring and M = Mod-k. Let 
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C denote the category of (non-cocommutative) coalgebras in M. If C and D are in 
C, there is an element of Coalg, denoted C(C,£>), defining an enriched Horn functor 
Cop x C —+ Coalg. C(C,D) is the joint equalizer in Coalg of the following diagrams, 
[7]: 

(C, D) <8> (C, D) 

(1) 

C(C, D) 

C(C, D) 

(2) 

(C,D) 

(C,D) 

-> (C <8> C, D (g) D) 

(A, 1) 

(1,A) 
-> ( C , D ® D) 

( 1 , 0 
-> (C,*) 

From this it is easy to see that a point in C(C,Z)) represents a coalgebra map from C 
to D. 

Van Osdol has shown that the category of D-D comodules is isomorphic to the 
category of abelian cogroup object under D. [14]. If i> : D —• C is such an object, 
the classical comodule it represents is given by the cokernel. The cogroup counit is a 
map u : C —> D. The coalgebra D/C(C,D) is defined as the equalizer in Coalg of 
the following diagram: 

Z)/C(C, D) C(C, D) 
( iM) 

-> C(D,D) 

(3) 

PROPOSITION l.IfC is a cogroup object under D with counit u : C —* D, then the 
primitives over u in D/C(C,D) represent the coderivations from coker ip to D. 

PROOF. That a primitive represents a coderivation follows from chasing around (1) 
and (2). That it maps from coker I/J follows from (3). That there are enough primitives 
follows from the cofreeness of (C,D) and the fact that C(C,D) is an equalizer. 

In order to gain a great deal of generality, we will switch to the setting of triple 
cohomology. Let U : C —• M be a cotripleable functor with right adjoint G : M —-> C, 
yielding a triple (7, /x, 77) on C and a cotriple (S,e,^) on M. An object of C is an 
S-coalgebra, i.e. a map b : B —» BS in M satisfying well known conditions. This S-
coalgebra we usually denote Bb, though we will omit the superscript when convenient. 
The triple T gives rise to a semisimplicial complex BT* in C. If C is an abelian cogroup 
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object in C, Homc(C,#T*) is a simplicial complex of abelian groups, and the usual 
triple cohomology groups //n(C,D) are defined to be the homology of the associated 
chain complex, whose boundary maps dn : YLomc(C,BTn+l) —• Homc(C,BTn+2) are 
given by xdn = Y%=\ xT^T"-1, [14]. 

The use of abelian cogroup objects may be avoided by using the enrichment of C 
over Coalg. The functor S : M —•> M may be lifted to a natural map of coalgebras 
(C,£) —• (CS,BS), whether or not S is additive. The coalgebra C(Cc,Bb) is defined 
to be the equalizer in Coalg of the following diagram: 

C(Cc,Bb) (C,B) 

(4) 

(hb) 

-> (CS,BS) 

(c, 1) 

(C, BS) 

PROPOSITION 2. C(Cc,BbTn+l) and (C,BSn) are isomorphic. 

PROOF. Dual to the algebraic case given in [7]. Let (A, BS*) be the complex in 
Coalg given below: 

_ ( YbS 

( )'b 
(5) 0 (A, B) 

a-( )S 
^ (A, BS) 

( )-8 
-> (A,BSZ)... 

fl-( )S 

This is the non-homogeneous complex for triple cohomology, dual to that given in 
[2]. It is easy to check that the adjunction C(Aa,BbT*+x) —• (A,£S*) preserves the 
boundaries of these complexes. 

PROPOSITION 3. C(Aa,BbT*+l) and (A,BS*) are isomorphic as complexes of coal
gebras. 

PROOF. See [2]. We define Hn(A,B) to be the homology of the associated chain 
complex in M. The boundary map dn : (A,BSn) —• (A,BSn+l) is given by 

n 

xdn = xbSn+l + 53(-l),"xS,""1«S#,-/ + (-l)n+laxS. 
i=\ 

It is obvious from (5) that the points in H°(A,B) are precisely the coalgebra maps 
A —> B. If/ G H°(A,B), the primitives over / form a subcomplex of (5), whose 
cocycles are denoted Cf(A,B), coboundaries Bf(A,B), etc. The cotriple version of 
Proposition 1 is: 

PROPOSITION 4.1ff : A —• B is the counit of the abelian cogroup object B —• A, 
then Cf(A,B) ^ coder(A,£), while Hf(A,B) ~ coder(A,£)/inner-coder(A,£). 
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The circle product may now be defined dually to that in the algebraic case, [8], 

DEFINITION 5. If x G {A,BSm) and y G (B,CSn), then x oy e (A,CSm+n) is defined 
by x o y = x -ySm. 

THEOREM 6. (x o y)d = x o yd + (— l)nxd o y. 

PROOF. Dual to the algebraic case, [8]. D 

Thus the circle product lifts to a map of cohomology groups o : Hm(A,B) 0 
Hn(B,C) -» Hn+m(A,C\ and H\C,C) becomes a graded ring. Since H°(A,B) = 
C(A,B) and the product o : H°(A,B) <g> H°(B,C) —• H°(A,C) is just composition, 
we have a graded category whose zero component is the category C with its enriched 
Horn into Coalg. If the cotriple is additive, for example the change of base from a 
category of comodules to another, Kleiner has shown that the circle product yields 
the Yoneda composition of long exact sequences, [11]. 

2. Bicohomology. Suppose that we are given a cotriple (S, e,£) and a triple (JT, /x, rj) 
on M, and a mixed distributive law À :TS —> ST ensuring harmony between the two, 
i.e. a natural transformation satisfying A • T6 = 8T • SX • XS, Sfj, • A = XT -TX • /zS, 
Sr] - X = j]S, and X-Te — eT, [3]. A T-S-bialgebra A£ is an element of M equipped 
with maps a : AT —+ A and « : A —• AS making it a T-algebra and an S-coalgebra 
and satisfying aT • A • aS = aa, [15]. A map between T-S bialgebras is a map in M 
that is both a T-algebra map and an 5-coalgebra map. 

The most obvious example of a bialgebraic category over Mod-k is, of course, 
the category of ^-bialgebras, in the classical sense. Of much more interest is the 
following: Let X be a topological space and R a sheaf of commutative rings on X; 
let M be the category of T1RX-modules, S Godement's flabby sheaf cotriple on M, 
and T the tensor algebra triple. Then the category of T-S -bialgebras is the category 
of sheaves of/^-algebras on X, [15]. 

In order to clean up the notation needed below, we use (rather imprecisely) A to 
denote the obvious natural transformation SmTn —y TmSn obtained from repetitions of 
A. 

If Aa
a and Bp are T-S -bialgebras, the bicohomology groups Hn(A,B) are obtained 

via a complex of complexes (see diagram next page). 
The homology of the associated double complex in M is Hn(A,B). We use d 

and d to denote the horizontal and vertical boundaries respectively. Note that aTmA 
gives ATm the structure of an S-coalgebra, and A(3Sn makes BSn a T-algebra. Thus 
the rows and columns of the double complex are just those defining algebra and 
coalgebra cohomology respectively. The points in H°(A,B) again represent the T-
5-bialgebra maps from A to B. Furthermore, the double subcomplex of primitives 
(over a given point (ip) in H°(A,B)) exactly gives biderivations. Hence, this double 
subcomplex defines the classical bicohomology groups H^(A^B). Obviously Hn(A,B) 
and H!1(A,B) are related by a long exact sequence involving the homology of the 
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0 -

(6) 0 

(A, BS2) 

A AA 

(AT, BS2)_ -> (AT* nç2 

co co 

(A, 55) 

A A 

co 

(A,B) 

t 
0 

a( ) 

( )rxps 

a( ) 

A AA 

co 

( )TA$S2 
(AT2, BSZ) 

co 

j> (A7\ 55) 

A A 

-^ 
co 

A A A 

aT( ) 
M-( ) 

-> ^ x 2 

( )77vP5 
047*, BS) 

AA 

a7( ) 

> , , „ ™ ^ L J , ,,T-2 > (AT, B) -_ -> 047*, B) 

î 
0 

quotient complex. Note that the boundary operator on the double complex is just 
d +d9 [13]. 

DEFINITION l.Ifxe (ATl,BSj) and y G (BT\ CSm), then x o y = xTk • A • ySj. 

THEOREM 8. x o y G (Ar'+*, C^'+m) ^ (x O y)(d + d) = x(d + (- l)wd) o j + x o 
3,((-iya+d). 

PROOF. This follows from observing that xoy — xoAy = xA cry, the corresponding 
formulas for d and d, and the following lemma. 

LEMMA 9. (xTA)d = xdTA and (A ->tfw)d = A • ydSm. 

PROOF. We will give the proof for x G (A,BS) and / = 1 and leave the general 
case to the reader. 

(xT\)d = xT • X - bTS • XS - xT • X -T6 + aT - X - xTS - XS 

= xT • bST -SX-XS -xT-èT-SX-XS+aT- xST • SX • XS = xdT • A. 
• 

Though the circle product is defined as a map (AV,BSj) <g> (BT\CSm) —• (A7/+A, 
CSj+m), this clearly may be extended to a circle product on the associated double 
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complex, the dimensions working out just right. Theorem 8 then guarantees that we 
have a product at the level of cohomology, o : Hm(A,B) <g) Hn(B,C) —• Hm+n(A,C). 
Hence, once again, the category of r-S-bialgebras becomes a graded category over 
M, H°(A,B) being the Coalg-valued Horn, and H*(A,A) is a graded ring object in 
M. 

3. Deformation theory. Consider the following diagram in Coalg 

(AT, A) i zzzzzn 
M>"( ) 

(AT\ A) 

T ° 
(7) (AT, A)® (A, AS) (AT, AS) 

TT2 

(A, AS) 
A° 

(A, AS2) 
( )-8 

where E is the limit in Coalg. Note that r is the "twist" isomorphism, while TT\ and 
7T2 are the projections in Coalg. If a 0 a is a point in E, we find that (a ® a)ir\ A o = 
aTa — fia = fji- (a®<z)7ri, (ocÇ§a)ro — aTXaS — aa, and aaS = a£. Thus the points 
in E are simply pairs of maps making A SL 7-S-bialgebra. 

A primitive a\ ®a+a(g)a\ over a® a is given by a pair of primitives (<*i, #i) over a 
and <2 respectively. If (ai ,ai) is in£ we have a\ oa+aoa\ = a^, a j oa+aoa i = /xai, 
and ct\oa + ocoa\ = aTXa\S +a\T\aS = a\ oa + aoa\. Hence, a primitive in E is 
precisely a primitive in Cl(A,A), i.e. a classical 1-cocycle. 

By a deformation of (a, a) we mean a sequence of divided powers c* over a (g> a 
in (AT, A) 0 (A, AS); c* is determined by a double sequence (amian)m^0 such that 
a0 = a, 

a0 = a, amA = ^ af- <g> ah amA = ^ a/ <g> ay, 
i+j=m i+j—m 

cm = 2 ^ a* ® #/? a nd awC = #m£ — cmi = 0 for m > 0. 

The formal sum of a deformation in any coalgebra represents a formal point in that 
coalgebra. Hence, if c* is contained in E, then (a*, a*) is a deformation of (a, a) 
towards another T-S-bialgebra structure on A. In that case we say (a*, a*) is a bial-
gebraic deformation of (a, a). This is the triple-theoretic version of the algebraic 
deformations introduced by Gerstenhaber, [9, 6]. If (a*, a*) is bialgebraic, from (7) 
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we have ]T a, o a} — iiam, 52 aî oaj ~Y1 aî ° ab an(* S ai ° aj — amà 0 +j = #0. 
These can be written 

amd =-^2ai ° a; 

amd + amd = 2 , ai ° Of/ ~~ ai ° #/ (8) 

«m^ = - 5 ^ a,- o aj 

In (8), and in what follows, the sum of the indices of each term is m, and no index is 
zero. If (a*, a*) is bialgebraic, the sums above form a 2-coboundary. 

THEOREM 10. If (an,an)n<m is a truncated bialgebraic deformation of (a, a), then 

(9) ( - 5 ] Of/ O ay, 5 3 a< ° a7 - ai ° */> ~ 5 3 ^ ° aJ ) 

is a 2-co cycle. This determines a primitive 2-cocycle whose vanishing in cohomology 
is necessary and sufficient for the existence of (am,am) extending the deformation. 

PROOF. Temporarily write (9) as (X, F,Z). We must show that Xd — 0, Zd = 0, 
Xd + Y d = 0, and Yd + Zd — 0. The first is Lemma 3 in [6], and the second is dual 
to that. We verify that —Xd — Yd and leave Yd = —Zd to the reader. 

ak ( 5 3 ai ° aj ) d ~ 5_^ a* ° a ^ + a / ^ ° aJ = zL^ a / ° aJ ° ak ~ ai ° a./ ° 

— a/ o ajd + <2/ o a, o at — at o ^ o a* — <?;d o ay 

= 5 3 — aid ° #/ — Of/ o ayd + a/ o ajd — a/5 o a7 

= 5 3 ^ ° a^a ~ ̂ a/ ° ̂ a • 
Thus (9) is an enriched cocycle obstructing (am,am); we denote it obs(am,am). If cm 

is any 1-cochain extending (anjan)n<m, then cm(d +d) — obs(am,am) is a primitive 2-
cocycle whose class is independent of the choice of cm, and which must be a boundary 
if an extension within E is to exist. • 

COROLLARY 11. If H2(A^X1A^() — 0, then every primitive I-cocycle extends to a 
bialgebraic deformation of (a, a). 

This corresponds to the central theorem in algebraic deformation theory. We leave 
it to the reader to formulate the notions of formal bialgebraic automorphism and 
equivalent deformations. Imitating the algebraic case, it is then easy to show that the 
other results central to deformation theory carry over to the bialgebraic case. The use 
of bicohomology theory thus unifies, in more that just spirit, the classical deformation 
theory for sheaves of algebras and deformation theory for rings and algebras, (see 
[10]). 
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